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french
canopy
made to measure

French Canopy is a permanent fabric covering applied
over an aluminium skeletal frame designed to shade your
windows or doors.
Melbourne Shade Systems’ French canopies are
constructed with extruded aluminium frames or optionally
steel frames to allow special shaping.
Custom made canopy comes in any size up to 6000mm
long with a maximum projection of1800mm.
Canopies are envied in the domestic or commercial
market for adding that touch of European style to the
home or commercial buildings such as motels, hotels,
resorts, restaurants, recreational centres, shop fronts, etc.
French canopy will promote your shop, restaurant or
business with added sign writing.
Available in various fabric types from canvas, both
traditional or acrylic to woven mesh and PVC coated
vinyl-type solid cover suitable for rain protection.

French canopy
with sign writing
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Steel frame bent to shape

french
canopy
made to measure

Steel frame

Melbourne Shade System’s French Canopies are
constructed with extruded aluminium frames or steel
tube frames and can be covered in a range of fabrics,
from canvas, acrylic canvas, shade mesh and PVC
coated textiles, for maximum sun and weather
protection.
Over 100 colours available to suit any domestic or
commercial building environment or to promote a
corporate image. The awnings are designed so if the
fabric is damaged or a new colour desired it can be
replaced with relative ease.
The components used in French Canopy are designed
to be long lasting and low maintenance. These items
are made from rust-free extruded anodised aluminium
and the PVC components contain ultraviolet stabilised
polymers.
Aluminium frame bent
corners

PVC fabric on
aluminium frame
bent corners
French canopy aluminium frame
without side panels

quoting jobs has its own little everyday’s rewards
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